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Question 1. (3 marks)

Which of the following statements concerning the Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP) is not correct (that is, which are false).

Note: There might be more than one, the answer should list all incorrect statements.
You need only supply the identifier (A, B, C, ...) of the incorrect statements,
however a brief explanation of why the statement is incorrect might sometimes help.

A) ARP can be used to locate an ethernet address to use to reach a known IP
address.

B) Because ARP is not an IP based protocol, it works only over ethernet.

C) ARP packets for IP on an ethernet always contain extra padding bytes.

D) ARP cannot be used for anything other than IP version 4.

E) ARP was replaced by Neighbour Discovery in IPv6, because Neighbour
Discovery runs over the IP layer, and so can be routed from one link to
another.

F) ARP can be used to locate the IP address allocated to a particular ethernet
address.

Question 2. (4 marks)

In what circumstances (if any) might IPv6’s Duplicate Address Detection fail to
detect a duplicate address. How can this happen, or what prevents duplicate
addresses from ever existing?

Question 3. (2 marks)

Why should an ICMP packet indicating a packet error, or forwarding problem, not
be transmitted if the packet experiencing the problem is an ICMP error message
packet?

Question 4. (3 marks)

Explain an alternative method that might be used instead of the use of Well Known
port numbers for transport connection identification.
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Question 5. (5 marks)

If there are three routers on a link, each sending IPv6 router advertisement packets,
how will an end-node connected to a link choose which router it should use? Does
it matter? Why or why not?

Question 6. (8 marks)

A) Examine the network in the diagram

MTU=1300

A B

C D E

MTU=1500

MTU=1500MTU=1000

If node A desires to send an IP packet to node E, that is 4000 bytes large (total
IP packet size), show the packet(s) that will arrive at E, assuming that Path
MTU Discovery is not in use. Do not assume that nodes have knowledge of
the MTU on links to which they are not directly connected.

Indicate at which node(s) fragmentation would have occurred.

B) Using the same diagram, and the same original packet from A to E, indicate
what packet(s) would arrive if Path MTU discovery is in use.

Question 7. (2 marks)

What does the UDP protocol add to the protocol stack that is not already provided
by the IP protocol, over which UDP runs?

Question 8. (3 marks)

Give 3 uses of the TCP sequence number.

Show how the sequence number is used to achieve each of those purposes.
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